Probing the Deep End of the Milky Way with New Oscillating Kepler Giants
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Abstract. The Kepler mission has been a success in both exoplanet search and stellar physics studies. Red giants have actually been quite a highlight in the Kepler scene. The Kepler long and almost continuous four-year observations allowed us to detect oscillations in more than 15,000 red giants targeted by the mission. However by looking at the power spectra of 45,000 stars classified as dwarfs according to the Q1-16 Kepler star properties catalog, we detected red-giant like oscillations in 850 stars. Even though this is a small addition to the known red-giant sample, these misclassified stars represent a goldmine for galactic archeology studies. Indeed they happen to be fainter (down to Kp~16) and more distant (d>10kpc) than the known red giants, opening the possibility to probe unknown regions of our Galaxy. The faintness of these red giants with detected oscillations is very promising for detecting acoustic modes in red giants observed with K2 and TESS. In this talk, I will present this new sample of red giants with their revised stellar parameters derived from asteroseismology. Then I will discuss about the distribution of their masses, distances, and evolutionary states compared to the previously known sample of red giants.

1 Introduction

The Kepler mission [1] has been observing more than 197,000 stars for almost 4 years [2]. While the mission has been a success for its main goal in terms of looking for extrasolar planets and characterizing them (for habitability, occurrence rates etc.) [e.g. 3–5] the excellent quality of the photometric data has enabled us to make tremendous progress on the understanding of stellar evolution and dynamics [6–13]. In particular, the mission showed the power of asteroseismology to better constrain the fundamental properties of planet host stars (such as radius and age) needed to characterize planetary systems but also to probe the structure and rotation in deeper layers of stars.

Some additional studies were also done for binary stars whether to understand their interaction [e.g. 14, 15] or to test scaling relations used in asteroseismology [e.g. 16].

More recently, photometric data from CoRoT [Convection, Rotation, and Transits 17] and Kepler have been combined to large spectroscopic surveys such as APOGEE [Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment 18] leading to interesting discoveries on chemical abundances evolution of the Galaxy [19, 20], distances of stars [21].

Here we present the discovery of additional red giants in the Kepler field that were classified as cool dwarfs in the latest Kepler star properties catalog of [22]. For more details this work was presented by [23].

2 Looking at dwarfs

We selected the sample of cool dwarfs based on Kepler star properties catalog available then [22] with the following criteria on their gravities and temperatures: \( \log g > 4.2 \) and \( T_{\text{eff}} < 6125 \text{K} \) as shown in Figure 1 by the box overlaid on the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram from that catalog. This sample was constituted of approximately 45,000 dwarfs. The first purpose of this selection was to study the photon noise of the Kepler mission as done by [24] but using the 17 quarters available to see the temporal variation of the instrumental noise.

Figure 2 shows an example of the power spectrum of one of the stars (KIC 3216802) of this sample that had the following parameters according to the [22] catalog:

- **Kepler** magnitude, Kp=15.9
- **T**\(_{\text{eff}}\) = 4745 ± 126 K
- \( \log g = 4.8 \) dex
- \( M \sim 0.5 M_{\odot} \)
The power spectrum clearly shows an excess power around 25 \( \mu Hz \), which is the region of acoustic modes corresponding to a red giant. The global seismic parameters of this power spectrum suggest that this star has a surface gravity of \( \sim 2.38 \) dex, a mass of \( 0.73 \pm 0.3 M_\odot \), and a radius of \( 9.1 R_\odot \). Given this discovery we visually checked the power spectra of the full sample of stars we had selected. We also added some hotter stars that had been observed in short cadence during the survey phase. This led to more than 1000 candidate dwarfs that could be red giants.

### 4 Checking for pollution

We then checked for possible pollution that could lead to the detection of acoustic modes in the red-giant regime. First we looked at the amplitude of the modes. We know there is a tight relation between the maximum amplitude of the modes, \( A_{\text{max}} \), and the frequency of maximum power, \( v_{\text{max}} \), as showed in [32]. Stars with mode amplitudes that are lower than the scaling relation derived from a known sample of red giants observed by *Kepler* could result from a blending effect diluting the light of the main target. We then checked the J-band images of all the stars and found 36 stars out of the 50 stars with low \( A_{\text{max}} \) could have a nearby bright star that could pollute the light curves.

There could also be a nearby red giant that was previously known that could pollute a nearby target. To check for such a phenomena, we compared the power spectra of our red-giant candidates with the power spectra of known red giants located within a radius of 1 arcmin. Figure 3 shows an example of the power spectrum density (PSD) of a misclassified red giant, KIC 3216802, showing the excess power of the acoustic modes.
shows the superposition of the a red giant candidate KIC 3103693, superimposed on the power spectrum of a known red giant KIC3103685. We clearly see that in addition of having the same ∗ the shape of the p-mode bell is exactly the same. This means that the misclassified candidate is actually coming from pollution so we discarded all the stars where the power spectra are as similar as in Figure 3.

Finally, we also looked at the crowding, which is the measurement of the target flux compared to the total flux in the optimal aperture as defined by the NASA data. In this definition, a crowding of 1 means that the flux belongs to the main target while a crowding of 0 corresponds to a completely polluted target. Stars with a crowding smaller than 75% were flagged in the catalog of misclassified stars.

After these checks for possible blends or pollution, we end up with a sample of misclassified red giants of 854 stars.

5 Conclusions

We estimated the surface gravities, masses and radii of these stars with scaling relations based on the Sun [e.g. 33, 34] using the new values of effective temperatures. Figure 4 shows the HR Diagram of the misclassified red giants with their original parameters (blue circles) and the revised ones (red ones).

We also measured the period spacings of the mixed modes [35, 36] for a subsample of 280 stars allowing us to determine whether the stars are on the Red Giant Branch or Red Clump stars.

The misclassified stars are in general fainter than the previously known sample from the Kepler mission, peaking at a magnitude 16 instead of 14. This proves that asteroseismology can be applied to such faint stars, which is promising for missions such as K2 and TESS.

We also found that misclassified stars are less massive and more distant than the known sample of red giants with distances larger than 10kpc. This sample of stars will thus allow us to probe in more details more distant regions of the Galaxy.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the height of the stars compared to the galactic plane. The comparison of our sample with a a distribution from a synthetic population of halo stars from the Galaxia model [37] suggests that around 45 red giants of our sample could be halo stars.

A sample of around 30 stars have already been observed by the APOGEE survey and the spectroscopic analysis agrees with the new seismic classification provided here. The full sample of stars will be studied more thoroughly with the new spectroscopic data for galacto-archeology investigations.
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Figure 4: HR Diagram of the full sample of Kepler targets where we superimposed the stars studied in this work with their original parameters (red circles) and with their updated parameters (blue circles). Adapted from [23].

Figure 5: Distribution of the heights of the 854 misclassified red giants (from [23]).
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Figure 5: Distribution of the heights of the 854 misclassified red giants (from [23]).